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Background: Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is a severe facial pain condition often requiring

surgical treatment. Unfortunately, even technically successful surgery fails to achieve

durable pain relief in many patients. The purpose of this study was to use resting-state

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to: (1) compare functional connectivity

between limbic and accessory sensory networks in TN patients vs. healthy controls; and

(2) determine if pre-operative variability in these networks can distinguish responders and

non-responders to surgery for TN.

Methods: We prospectively recruited 22 medically refractory classic or idiopathic

TN patients undergoing surgical treatment over a 3-year period, and 19 age- and

sex-matched healthy control subjects. fMRI was acquired within the month prior to

surgery for all TN patients and at any time during the study period for controls. Functional

connectivity analysis was restricted to six pain-relevant brain regions selected a priori:

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), posterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, amygdala,

thalamus, and insula. Two comparisons were performed: (1) TN vs. controls; and (2)

responders vs. non-responders to surgical treatment for TN. Functional connectivity was

assessed with a two-sample t-test, using a statistical significance threshold of p < 0.050

with false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons.

Results: Pre-operative functional connectivity was increased in TN patients compared

to controls between the right insular cortex and both the left thalamus [t(39) = 3.67,

p = 0.0007] and right thalamus [t(39) = 3.22, p = 0.0026]. TN patients who were

non-responders to surgery displayed increased functional connectivity between limbic

structures, including between the left and right hippocampus [t(18) = 2.85, p = 0.0106],

and decreased functional connectivity between the ACC and both the left amygdala [t(18)
= 2.94, p = 0.0087] and right hippocampus [t(18) = 3.20, p = 0.0049]. Across all TN

patients, duration of illness was negatively correlated with connectivity between the ACC
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and left amygdala (r2 = 0.34, p = 0.00437) as well as the ACC and right hippocampus

(r2 = 0.21, p = 0.0318).

Conclusions: TN patients show significant functional connectivity abnormalities in

sensory-salience regions. However, variations in the strength of functional connectivity in

limbic networks may explain why some TN patients fail to respond adequately to surgery.

Keywords: trigeminal neuralgia (TN), fMRI, limbic system, surgical response, treatment resistance

INTRODUCTION

Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is a chronic, neuropathic facial
pain disorder characterized by intermittent, typically unilateral,
electric shock-like or stabbing pain attacks in the distribution
of one or more branches of the trigeminal nerve (cranial
nerve V—CNV) (1). TN is severely disabling, often fails
to respond over the long-term to medications against
neuropathic pain, and historically has been associated with
a high suicide rate (2). A variety of surgical treatment options
are available for medically refractory TN patients—including
microvascular decompression (MVD), percutaneous rhizotomy,
and stereotactic radiosurgery—but technically successful surgical
treatment does not result in durable pain relief in many cases
(2, 3). Even followingMVD—clearly the most efficacious surgical
treatment for TN—pain recurrence occurs in > 25% of patients
within 2 years of surgery, followed by a 4% per year recurrence
rate thereafter (4). Thus, there is a need to better understand the
mechanisms underlying durable response to surgery in patients
with TN.

Many cases of TN are associated with vascular compression
affecting the root entry zone (REZ) of CNV (so-called classical
TN) (1), and as a result a primary focus in TN research has
been the structure of CNV studied using magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), in particular diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
(5, 6). However, a nerve-centric conceptualization of TN
inadequately explains many key features of the disease, notably
the development of medication-refractoriness and variability in
response to treatment (4). Several structural and functional brain
abnormalities have been identified in TN patients, particularly
within the limbic system and closely connected paralimbic or
sensory-salience structures [e.g., anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),
insula, thalamus, and hippocampus (7–13)]. Brain abnormalities
in TN show overlap with those observed in other chronic
pain and headache conditions: in particular, altered resting-state
functional connectivity and atrophy of limbic system structures
are recurrent observations (7, 8, 10, 14–17), as are alterations
in functional connectivity of the right insula, exemplified in
migraine (18) and temporomandibular joint pain (19). How
structural and functional brain alterations relate specifically
to treatment-resistance in TN, however, has been relatively

Abbreviations: TN, trigeminal neuralgia; CNV, cranial nerve V; MVD,
microvascular decompression; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; ACC, anterior
cingulate cortex; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; PCC, posterior
cingulate cortex; ICHD-III, International Classification of Headache Disorders-
III; BC, percutaneous balloon compression rhizotomy; HC, healthy control; VAS,
visual analog scale; ROI, region of interest; ROC, receiver operator characteristic.

understudied. We recently showed that structural variability in
the limbic system—specifically in hippocampal volume—may
predict durability of pain relief following surgical treatment
in TN (9). However, to date, functional MRI (fMRI) studies
explicitly comparing functional connectivity between responders
and non-responders to surgery are lacking.

Our central hypothesis was that pre-operative functional
connectivity differences exist between responders and non-
responders to surgical treatment for TN. Our primary objective
was to perform a focused functional connectivity analysis in
TN patients and healthy control (HC) subjects, first identifying
key networks which are altered in TN. We then evaluated how
functional connectivity within these networks related to surgical
outcome. Our analysis was restricted to six regions of interest
(ROI) determined a priori (ACC, posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), hippocampus, amygdala, thalamus, and insula) that are
part of previously characterized acute (sensory-salience related)
or chronic (emotion-related) pain activity patterns (20, 21).
In addition to examining pre-operative functional connectivity
differences between eventual responders and non-responders,
we further examined how functional connectivity within our
selected ROIs correlated with time since initial TN diagnosis,
given that surgical non-response has been linked to longer
duration of TN (22).

METHODS

Study Participants
This was a single-center, prospective, longitudinal study
of patients undergoing surgical treatment for TN between
2017 and 2020. This study was approved and performed
in accordance with the rules and regulations by the Health
Research Ethics Board—Health Panel of the University
of Alberta. Potential study patients were identified in
the neurosurgery clinic, then recruited by telephone. All
participants provided written informed consent. Inclusion
criteria: medically refractory classic or idiopathic TN defined
using International Classification of Headache Disorders-
III (ICHD-III) criteria (1); scheduled for surgical treatment
by MVD or percutaneous balloon compression rhizotomy
(BC). Exclusion criteria: history of multiple sclerosis or other
lesional causes of TN; diagnosed psychiatric illness; history
of any prior non-TN neurosurgical procedures. Additionally,
we recruited 19 HC subjects matched to the TN group in
mean age and sex distribution, and without chronic pain or
psychiatric conditions.
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Data Acquisition
TN patients underwent MRI scanning within a one-month
period prior to surgery, while HC subjects underwent a
single MRI scanning session at any time during the study
period. Scanning was carried out on a 3T Siemens Prisma
Magnetom MRI scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with 64-channel
head radiofrequency coil. Study participants underwent: 3D
T1-weighted structural scan [magnetization-prepared rapid
acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE)], field-of-view (FOV) =
250 × 250 mm2, 208 slices, 0.85mm isotropic, repetition
time (TR) = 1800ms, echo time (TE) = 2.37ms, inversion
time (TI) = 900ms, 8◦ flip angle, 3:41min) and resting-state
T2∗ functional MRI scan (multiband gradient-echo echo-planar
imaging sequence, FOV = 224 × 224 mm2, 60 slices, 2.2mm
isotropic, TR = 1,830ms, TE= 30ms, matrix = 102 × 102,
80◦ flip angle, volumes = 252, multiband acceleration factor =
2, parallel imaging factor = GRAPPA factor 2, phase encoding
direction = anterior-posterior, Bandwidth = 2450 Hz/pixel,
8:02min). During resting-state fMRI acquisition, participants
were instructed to keep their eyes closed but not to fall asleep
or focus on anything in particular. Additionally, prior to MRI
scanning TN patients completed a pain questionnaire to report
the severity of pain attacks over the past week using a 0-
100mm Visual Analog Scale (VAS), and to accurately describe
the frequency and location of attacks. TN patients were followed
for at least 12-months after surgery (see below for details).

Clinical Characteristics and Outcome
Assessment
The following demographic/clinical data were collected: sex; age;
duration of TN since diagnosis; side-of-pain; pre-operative pain
severity (measured using VAS); first (virgin) or repeat surgical
treatment for TN; surgery type (MVD or BC); and medications
(carbamazepine/oxcarbazepine (yes/no), gabapentin/pregabalin
(yes/no), other antiepileptic (yes/no), antidepressant/anxiolytic
(yes/no), baclofen (yes/no), opioid (yes/no), and cannabis oil
(yes/no). Study participants were classified as responders or non-
responders as follows: responders—(1) documented evidence of
immediate and persistent pain relief for at least 1 year after
surgery, as defined by a Barrow Neurological Institute (BNI)
facial pain score (23) of 1, 2, or 3a; (2) no offer of or repeat
surgical TN treatment within the 1 year following surgery; non-
responders—(1) inadequate initial pain relief from surgery or
early pain recurrence within 1 year of surgery, as defined by a
BNI facial pain score of 3b, 4, or 5; or (2) offered or underwent
repeat surgical treatment within 1 year of surgery. TN patients
were followed-up longitudinally by in-person visits with study
personnel at 7- and 30-days following surgery, and by phone
follow-up at 6- and 12-months after surgery. BNI facial pain score
was determined at each visit; any patient who had changed from
an earlier post-operative BNI score of 1, 2, or 3a to 3b, 4, or 5,
was immediately reclassified as a non-responder. Additionally,
patients at a minimum underwent follow-up with their treating
surgeon at 4-6 weeks post-operatively, and additional follow-up
visits with treating surgeons thereafter were made on an ad hoc
basis (usually because patients had developed recurrent pain).

fMRI Analysis
Pre-processing
All subjects underwent standard pre-processing in SPM12,
including realignment, slice-time correction, and segmentation
into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
components using SPM’s Unified Segmentation (24). Images
were directly (non-linearly) normalized to MNI space using an
EPI template (25). De-noising was performed using Conn v18.a
software (https://web.conn-toolbox.org) (26), which included
regression of six movement parameters and their first temporal
derivatives and implementation of CompCor by performing PCA
on eroded whitematter and CSFmasks with regression of the first
5 components (27). Volumes with large (>0.9mm) frame-wise
displacement or global signal change [>5 standard deviations
(SD)] were also included as covariates of no interest. Linear
de-trending was performed to remove signal drift, while high
frequency noise was excluded by subjecting the residual signal to
a high pass filter (>0.008 Hz).

Functional Connectivity
Ten ROIs made up of limbic system and paralimbic structures
were selected a priori from previously characterized acute-
and chronic-pain activity patterns to be used as nodes for a
focused functional connectivity analysis (21): bilateral insular
cortex, bilateral amygdala, bilateral hippocampus, bilateral
thalamus, anterior cingulate cortex, and posterior cingulate
cortex (Figure 1). Each ROI was generated from the Harvard-
Oxford Atlas (28). The residual BOLD time-course was averaged
within each ROI, and functional connectivity between each node
of the limbic system was calculated as the Fisher transformed
Pearson correlation coefficient. Differences in the pairwise
connectivity of each limbic node between HC and TN patients
was assessed with a two-sample t-test, using a threshold for
statistical significance of p < 0.050 with a false discovery rate
(FDR) correction for 10 seeds (9 comparisons). This was repeated
for each individual node. Similarly, functional connectivity
between the same 10 ROIs was used to compare responders
(n = 16) and non-responders (n = 6) to surgical treatment
for TN. In this latter analysis, we adjusted for the influence of
the side of TN pain and immediate pre-scan VAS pain severity
by including these as covariates in an ANCOVA model. Pre-
scan VAS score was included to mitigate the influence of acute
pain state on connectivity differences. ROI pairs demonstrating
connectivity differences between surgical outcome groups
were subsequently correlated with duration of pain using
Pearson correlation.

Statistical Analysis
Clinical characteristics and demographic variables were
compared between responders and non-responders to surgical
treatment using the Mann-Whitney U test, as well as Chi-square
or Fisher’s exact test where appropriate. Statistical analyses
were carried out with GraphPad Prism version 8 for Mac OS
X (GraphPad Software, La Jolla California, USA). Statistical
significance was set at p < 0.050 (2-tailed).
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FIGURE 1 | Regions of interest (ROIs) used as seed points in fMRI analyses. Resting-state fMRI analysis was restricted to 10 ROIs composed of bilateral limbic and

accessory sensory structures determined a priori: insula, thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, anterior cingulate cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex. ROIs were

generated from the Harvard-Oxford Atlas (28).

TABLE 1 | Comparison of demographic and clinical characteristics between TN patients (including responders and non-responders) and healthy controls.

Responders Non-Responders P-value (2-tailed) TN HC P-value (2-tailed)

Group 16 6 – 22 19 –

Sex (Female/Male) 7/9 5/1 0.16 12/10 10/9 0.90

Age (years) 60.4 ± 9.7 53.0 ± 12.9 0.12 56.5 ± 10.9 55.4 ± 9.3 0.72

Duration of TN (years) 4.6 ± 3.3 10.5 ± 5.9 0.021* 6.2 ± 4.8 N/A –

Side of pain (right/left) 10/6 4/2 >0.99 14/8 N/A –

Pre-op VAS (mm) 79.9 ± 24.1 72.3 ± 37.2 0.84 72.8 ± 27.5 N/A –

Virgin (yes/no) 14/2 3/3 0.10 17/5 N/A –

Surgery type (MVD/BC) 12/4 3/3 0.33 15/7 N/A –

Carbamazepine/oxcarbazepine (yes/no) 15/1 6/0 >0.99 21/1 N/A –

Gabapentin/pregabalin (yes/no) 6/10 5/1 0.15 11/11 N/A –

Other antiepileptics (yes/no) 2/14 1/5 >0.99 3/19 N/A –

Antidepressant/anxiolytic (yes/no) 2/14 1/5 >0.99 3/19 N/A –

Baclofen (yes/no) 2/14 4/2 0.025* 6/16 N/A –

Opioid (yes/no) 0/16 1/5 0.27 1/21 N/A –

Cannabis oil (yes/no) 1/15 1/5 0.48 2/20 N/A –

Mann-Whitney, Chi-square, or Fishers-exact tests used where appropriate. Means ± standard deviations are presented. Virgin (yes/no): first-time surgical treatment for

TN; MVD: microvascular decompression surgery; BC: percutaneous balloon compression rhizotomy; other antiepileptics: lamotrigine, topiramate; antidepressant/anxiolytic:

amitriptyline, duloxetine. Threshold for statistical significance set at *p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Study Participants
Twenty-two TN patients and 19 HCs were included in this study
between 2017 and 2020 (Table 1).

Clinical Characteristics and Demographics
TN vs. HC Comparison
TN patients and HCs were well-matched in age (mean 56.5 ±

10.9 years and 55.4 ± 9.3 years respectively, p = 0.72) and
sex distribution (12F/10M and 10F/9M, p = 0.90). Average
duration of TN from diagnosis to surgery was 6.2 ± 4.8
years, with right-sided TN being more common than left-
sided TN (14R/8L). Pre-operative VAS was 72.8 ± 27.5. Across
TN patients, 15 underwent MVD and 7 underwent BC, with
17/22 undergoing virgin surgical treatments (14MVD, 3BC).
All TN patients were on antiepileptic medication at the time

of surgery, including carbamazepine/oxcarbazepine (n = 21)
and/or gabapentin/pregabalin (n = 11). Three TN patients
were also on antidepressant/anxiolytic medication, six were on
baclofen, one was taking opioids, and two others were taking
cannabis oil. Clinical characteristics and demographic features of
all study participants are presented in Table 1.

Responders vs. Non-responders
In total, there were 16 responders to surgery and 6 non-
responders. Most non-responders were female (5F/1M), while
responders display a balanced sex distribution (7F/9M), though
the difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.16). There
was no difference in average age of responders and non-
responders (60.4 ± 12.7 vs. 53.0 ± 12.9 years, p = 0.12).
Non-responders had a longer duration of TN prior to surgical
treatment than responders (10.5 ± 5.9 vs. 4.6 ± 3.3 years
respectively, p = 0.021). Distribution of surgery type did not
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TABLE 2 | Clinical characteristics of TN patients.

Patient ID Sex Age

(years)

Side Duration of TN

(years)

Pre-op VAS (mm) Branch(es) SX type # prev.

SX

BNI Medications

Responders

1 M 57.5 R 6 66 3 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine

2 M 49.0 R 1 100 1/2/3 BC 3 3a Oxcarbazepine, baclofen

3 M 45.1 L 9 98 1 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine, pregabalin

4 F 58.5 R 11 100 2/3 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine

5 M 63.9 R 8 82 1/2/3 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine

6 M 67.5 R 6 71 2/3 BC 0 3a Carbamazepine

7 F 74.1 L 3 81 2 MVD 0 1 Oxcarbazepine, pregabalin

8 F 60.3 L 6 36 2/3 MVD 1 3a Gabapentin, amitriptyline

9 F 64.9 L 7 100 2/3 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine, gabapentin

10 F 60.4 L 7 86 2/3 MVD 0 3a Carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine

11 F 60.4 R 1 80 2/3 BC 0 3a Carbamazepine

12 M 41.8 R 2 89 1/2 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine, gabapentin,

topiramate

13 F 68.5 L 1 100 3 MVD 0 1 Carbamazepine

14 M 61.5 R 2.5 79 3 MVD 0 3a Carbamazepine

15 M 63.3 R 2.5 95 2/3 MVD 0 1 Oxcarbazepine, lamotrigine,

gabapentin

16 M 40.6 R 1 15 2/3 BC 0 2 Carbamazepine, baclofen, duloxetine,

cannabis oil

Non-responders

17 F 37.3 L 6 63 2/3 MVD 0 4 Oxcarbazepine, baclofen

18 F 48.9 L 8 2 1/2/3 MVD 0 5 Carbamazepine, gabapentin,

baclofen

19 M 69.5 R 19 100 3 BC 1 4 Oxcarbazepine, gabapentin

20 F 57.1 R 14 80 1/2/3 BC 2 5 Carbamazepine, gabapentin,

lamotrigine, baclofen, hydromorphone

21 F 57.5 R 13 100 1/2/3 BC 2 5 Carbamazepine, gabapentin

22 F 36.3 R 3 89 2/3 MVD 0 4 Carbamazepine, gabapentin,

baclofen, amitriptyline, cannabis oil

M, male; F, female; Side, side of facial pain (R, right; L, left);Branch(es): affected trigeminal nerve branches (i.e., V1, V2, V3, or combination); SX, surgical treatment;MVD, microvascular

decompression; BC, percutaneous balloon compression rhizotomy; # of prev. SX, number of previous surgical treatments for TN; BNI, Barrow Neurological Institute facial pain

intensity score.

TABLE 3 | Functional connectivity differences between TN patients and healthy controls, and responders and non-responders to surgical treatment for TN.

Connectivity difference Seed region Connection T-value P-value (raw) P-value (FDR adjusted)

TN vs. Healthy controls

Increased connectivity Thalamus (left) Insular cortex (right) t(39) = 3.67 p = 0.0007* 0.0065*

Increased connectivity Thalamus (right) Insular cortex (right) t(39) = 3.22 p = 0.0026* 0.0117*

Non-responders vs. Responders

Increased connectivity Hippocampus (left) Hippocampus (right) t(18) = 2.85 p = 0.0106* 0.0477*

Decreased connectivity ACC Amygdala (left) t(18) = −2.94 p = 0.0087* 0.0392*

Decreased connectivity ACC Hippocampus (right) t(18) = −3.20 p = 0.0049* 0.0392*

TN patients vs. healthy controls: patients with TN show increased resting-state functional connectivity between the thalamus (both left and right) and right insula. Responders vs.

Non-responders: non-responders show increased resting-state functional connectivity between the left and right hippocampus. Non-responders also show decreased resting-state

functional connectivity between the anterior cingulate cortex and left amygdala and right hippocampus. Two-sample Student’s t-test used with false-discovery rate (FDR) correction.

Threshold for statistical significance was set at *p < 0.05. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex.

differ between outcome groups. The proportion of patients taking
baclofen was higher in non-responders than responders (p =

0.025), while there were no other differences in medication

use. Individual clinical profiles of TN patients are presented in
Table 2, and post-operative variations in BNI facial pain score are
indicated in Supplementary Figures 1, 2.
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Resting-State Connectivity Analyses
HC vs. TN
Resting-state functional connectivity was increased in TN
patients between the right insular cortex and left thalamus [t(39)
= 3.67, p = 0.0007], as well as the right insular cortex and the
right thalamus [t(39) = 3.22, p = 0.0026]. HC vs TN connectivity
results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 2.

Responders vs. Non-responders
Non-responders to surgical treatment for TN showed increased
resting-state functional connectivity between the left and right
hippocampus [t(18) = 2.85, p= 0.0106] compared to responders.
Non-responders also showed decreased resting-state functional
connectivity between the ACC and left amygdala [t(18) = −2.94,
p = 0.0087], as well as the ACC and right hippocampus [t(18)
= −3.20, p = 0.0049]. Responder vs. non-responder connectivity
results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 2 (raw data in
Supplementary Table 1).

Duration of Illness and Functional Connectivity
Based on the result that non-responders had characteristic
differences in functional connectivity between three pairs of
structures (i.e., ACC-left amygdala, ACC-right hippocampus,
left hippocampus-right hippocampus), we examined whether the
strength of functional connectivity for each of these pairs was
related to duration of TN illness from the time of diagnosis.
Indeed, across all TN patients, duration of illness was negatively
correlated with connectivity between the ACC and the left
amygdala (r2 = 0.34, p = 0.00437). Similarly, duration of illness
was also negatively correlated with connectivity between the ACC
and the right hippocampus (r2 = 0.21, p = 0.0318; Figure 3).
However, there was no correlation between duration of illness
and connectivity between the left and right hippocampus.

DISCUSSION

In this single-center prospective study, we used resting-state
fMRI to analyse pre-operative functional connectivity—with a
focus on sensory-salience and limbic networks—in patients with
medically refractory TN. To our knowledge, this is the first
direct comparison of functional connectivity prior to surgery
between responders and non-responders to surgical treatment
for TN. We observed increased functional connectivity between
the bilateral thalamus and right insular cortex in TN patients
compared to age- and sex-matched HC subjects, indicating
that functional abnormalities in sensory-salience regions are
present in TN. We also observed pre-operative functional
connectivity differences between surgical responders and non-
responders, though these differences were found within a
network confined to the limbic system and included the ACC,
amygdala, and hippocampus. Additionally, the magnitude of
functional connectivity differences within this network of limbic
structures was strongly correlated with duration of illness
across all TN patients. Taken together, our results suggest that
while functional abnormalities in sensory-salience structures
characterize patients with TN, it may principally be variations

in limbic network function that contribute to poor response to
surgical treatment in TN.

Our patients were suitably representative of medically
refractory TN sufferers who are offered surgery, and overall
demonstrated a 73% surgical response rate at 1 year, in
agreement with our previous work and the existing literature,
notwithstanding differences in the categorization of surgical
outcome across studies (4, 9). In line with previous reports,
non-responders showed a female preponderance and on average
suffered from TN for more than twice as long as responders at
the time of surgery (22). All TN patients were taking antiepileptic
medication, and medication use was largely the same between
responders and non-responders at a medication-class level.
However, it is worthwhile to note that 50% of responders were
exclusively taking first-line medications (e.g., carbamazepine
or oxcarbazepine), while all non-responders had progressed to
second-line medication classes at the time of surgery, perhaps
reflecting greater medical-refractoriness (3).

Compared to HC subjects, TN patients showed increased
functional connectivity between the bilateral thalamus and right
insula. These findings are in line with recent reports of thalamic
hyperactivity compared to HCs both in TN (8) and in other
pain conditions affecting the trigeminal system, such as migraine
(29). The present study did not identify abnormal amygdala
functional connectivity in TN patients. This contrasts with the
findings of Zhang et al. (10), though it is possible that the
discrepancy may be explained by different fMRI seed strategies
used by their study compared to ours. We have previously
reported that thalamus volume is enlarged in TN contralateral
to the side-of-pain, which may reflect a structural consequence of
sustained hyperactivity (9, 30). The present findings add support
to the notion that abnormalities in sensory-relay architecture
are indeed a robust feature in patients with TN, though it must
be pointed out that thinking of the thalamus exclusively as a
sensory-relay structure would be an oversimplification. While
the insula certainly participates in sensory-relay, it also has a
key role in higher-order functions such as salience and the
redirection of attention/focus (16). The right insula in particular
has been shown to have increased functional activity in TN
(12) and acute pain states (16, 31), as well as reduced volume
in patients with chronic pain conditions (7, 10, 15). Given
the complementary functions of the thalamus and insula in
sensory-relay and salience, respectively, and because these two
structures have direct structural connections (32), we speculate
that our findings suggest increased sensory load coming from,
and therefore increased focus on, the painful region of the face in
TN. It is impossible to know from our data whether abnormalities
in the thalamus and insula are the cause or an effect of medically
refractory TN. However, the previously reported findings that
right insular structure normalizes following successful surgical
treatment for TN supports the latter interpretation (7).

As mentioned above, this is first the study to our knowledge
to compare pre-operative resting-state functional connectivity
between responders and non-responders to surgical treatment for
TN. Non-responders showed increased functional connectivity
between the left and right hippocampus. Our observation that
hippocampus activity is altered in non-responders overlaps with
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FIGURE 2 | Visual representation of functional connectivity differences. TN patients (TN) vs. healthy controls (HC): patients with TN show increased resting-state

functional connectivity in sensory-relay and salience structures (A). Individual patient connectivity is displayed on scatter-plot graphs for right insular cortex to left

thalamus (B) and right insular cortex to right thalamus connections (C). Responders (R) vs. Non-responders (NR): non-responders show altered resting-state

functional connectivity in limbic structures (D). Individual patient connectivity is displayed on scatter-plot graphs for the anterior cingulate cortex to left amygdala (E)

and right hippocampus (F), as well as between the left and right hippocampus (G). Increased connectivity, red line; decreased connectivity, blue line; TL, thalamus; IC,

insular cortex; HIP, hippocampus; AM, amygdala; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex. Heat scales indicate the relative strength of connection between nodes (i.e., edge

color). Red crosses represent patients with functional connectivity beyond 1.5 times the group inter-quartile range (IQR).

FIGURE 3 | Correlation between functional connectivity (responders vs. non-responders) and duration of TN. In TN patients there is a negative correlation between

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and left amygdala (Amyg) resting-state functional connectivity and duration of TN in years (R2
= 0.34, p = 0.004) (A). There is also a

negative correlation between ACC and right hippocampus (Hip) resting-state functional connectivity and duration of TN in years (R2
= 0.21, p = 0.031) (B). Pearson

Correlation was used with a threshold for statistical significance set at p < 0.05.
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previous findings that hippocampus structure is associated with
pain severity and durability of pain relief in TN (9, 33), and
possibly that hippocampal neurogenesis may directly influence
pain persistence (at least in animal models) (34). It is plausible
that increased left-right hippocampal connectivity may reflect
or contribute to an increased capacity for pain memory recall
(35). We also observed that the ACC in non-responders showed
decreased functional connectivity to both the left amygdala and
right hippocampus. The pre-operative difference in this ACC-
hippocampus-left amygdala network (i.e., a limbic network)
between responders and non-responders suggests that limbic
system contributions to the chronification of pain may also be
relevant in treatment-resistant TN (17, 35, 36). Interestingly,
functional connectivity within this limbic network correlates
negatively with duration of illness. While functional connectivity
in TN patients has previously been shown to correlate with
duration of illness (8), this is the first time that variability in
pre-operative network connectivity associated with duration of
TN has been shown to correlate with actual treatment response.
Similarly, Hashmi et al. showed that the transition of back
pain patients from an acute- to a longer-term chronic-pain
phenotype paralleled the evolution of resting-state abnormalities
from acute-pain “sensory” to “emotion-related” brain regions
(21). Thus, it would appear that a longer-duration of TN—itself
related to poorer surgical outcome—is associated with limbic
system changes increasing treatment-resistance, and rendering
less effective any peripheral surgical treatments aimed at CNV.
In turn, this would argue in favor of earlier surgical intervention
in TN, which has been suggested to produce more durable pain
relief (37). Furthermore, the functional networks identified in the
present study may serve as potential pre-operative biomarkers
of surgical outcome for TN and may also represent potential
neurosurgical targets for TN or other pain conditions (38–40).
We are currently carrying out further studies in which functional
connectivity of the limbic system is compared between short-
duration and longer-duration TN patients, and longitudinal
studies in which functional connectivity is evaluated before and
after TN surgery, in order to better understand the impact of
limbic networks on treatment-resistance, the utility of limbic
network connectivity as a biomarker of surgical outcome, and
the extent to which altered limbic networks can actually be
normalized by surgical intervention.

LIMITATIONS

This study is not without limitations, most notably the small
sample size with relatively few non-responders. We aimed to
mitigate this limitation to some extent with a hypothesis-
driven approach in which the analysis was restricted to only
six pain-relevant brain structures chosen a priori. Our focused
approach, however, limited our capacity to identify other brain
regions whose function may also influence surgical response;
larger sample studies with the statistical freedom to evaluate
the whole-brain will allows us to replicate, and build on, our
findings here. The small size and unbalanced nature of our
cohort also prohibited receiver-operator characteristic (ROC)

curve analysis to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of
functional connectivity in classifying surgical responders and
non-responders (41, 42). To illustrate another limitation, it
is worth pointing out that one patient in the non-responder
group reported a VAS pain score of only 2/100 in the week
preceding MRI scanning as they were experiencing a short
period of remission. This patient has since been treated
surgically three additional times—one of the most severe
treatment-resistant cases of TN in our cohort—illustrating
the challenge of accurately measuring pain severity in a
fluctuating disease with periods of remission. To at least
partially mitigate this limitation, we did adjust for pre-scan
VAS as highlighted in the Methods. While medication class
use did not differ between responders and non-responders
at the group level, it must be pointed out that 50% of
responders were exclusively taking first-line medications for
their TN at the time of scanning. Therefore, we cannot rule
out the possibility that the collective addition of second- and
third-line medications in non-responders could be contributing
to between-group connectivity differences. Another possible
limitation is that we included a small number of patients
undergoing repeat surgical treatments, in which functional
connectivity may have been altered by prior surgery. That
being said, it is noteworthy that repeat surgery patients were
not distinguishable from virgin patients by any specific clinical
attributes, nor did the proportion of repeat patients differ
between response groups. Finally, the binarization of response
to surgical treatment for TN (i.e., responder vs. non-responder)
is an oversimplification, though common practice in the
TN literature.

CONCLUSION

We report a novel functional connectivity analysis in patients
with TN undergoing surgical treatment. As in other chronic
pain conditions, functional abnormalities in sensory-salience
regions are also present in patients with TN. However,
alterations in functional connectivity within limbic networks—
which are correlated with increasing duration of illness—
may be associated with the development of treatment-resistant
pain that responds more poorly to surgery in certain patients
with TN.
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